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5 Key Insights From Parents 
About Food Packaging



of parents 
always 

check the 
nutritional 

information 
on food 

products 
they buy for 
themselves

2. WHAT PEOPLE CHECK ON PACKAGING

AN ONLINE QUANTITATIVE SURVEY OF 17 QUESTIONS WAS DISTRIBUTED VIA EMAIL TO 531 IRISH CONSUMERS 
ACROSS THE COUNTRY.  The survey was active for 10 days and the total number of complete responses was 504.

3. FOOD PACKAGING FOR KIDS PRODUCTS

1. INFLUENCE OF PACKAGING ON NEW PRODUCT PURCHASE

4. REDUCING PACKAGING WASTE

Key Stats
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Which information do you always check on
 food packaging? Check all that apply

       When it comes to kids’ food products, what is 
important to you for the packaging? 

Who do you think is responsible 
for reducing packaging waste?

5. SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCT PACKAGING 

of parents say 
that packaging
 is the first thing 

they notice about 
a product and 

that great 
packaging 

creates great 
expectations 
of a product.

85%

of parents 
say they would 

definitely 
choose one 

product over 
another because 
it had sustainable 

packaging

53%of parents say 
that responsibility 

for reducing 
packaging 

waste lies with 
consumers

7%

Would you choose one product over 
another because it was packaged in 
biodegradable or recyclable plastic?

51%

of parents 
check nutritional 
information on 
food products 

they buy for 
their kids

90%

● “Great packaging creates great 
expectations of a product”

● “Packaging is the first thing I 
notice about a product”

● “I would be influenced to buy a 
totally new, unfamiliar product if 
the packaging was attractive”

● “If there’s too much plastic on the 
packaging it puts me off buying 
the product”

● “I judge a product’s quality largely 
by its packaging”

* Strongly Agree or Agree

● Use-by/Best 
Before Dates

● Ingredients list
● Nutritional 

information
● Storage 

& cooking 
instructions

● Place of origin
● Allergens/

intolerances
● Name & ad-

dress of food 
business

● None of the 
above

● I can read the nutritional information easily on the packet e.g. how much sugar etc.
● It looks or is labelled as sustainable
● It’s colourful, exciting or quirky packaging
● It has characters that my child will know about or can identify with
● There are puzzles or activities for the child on the packaging
● None of the above

● Food brands making their packaging as recyclable or sustainable as possible
● Supermarkets working with brands to improve waste and offering con-

sumers recycling bins to put extra packaging in
● Consumers choosing products with better packaging
● I don’t know/care ●  Yes     ●  Maybe/Not Sure     ●  No

When it comes to buying a new product, tell us how you 
feel about the packaging as an influence on purchase:
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Key Insights

“Personally I wish there was just less 
packaging in general. I know brands 

need to advertise but wish there 
was another way. I’ve seen Meade’s 

potatoes have compostable bags but 
things like this are still rare.”

“The first thing about packaging,
 I suppose, is that it is colourful 
and eye-catching. If it is a new 

product that I’m not expecting to 
see or am not looking out for, it will 

have to be eye-catching to draw 
my attention to it.” 

Online Focus Group 
carried out on 

ParentsandBrands 
private platform in 

August 2021
with 42 parent panel 

participants 
from across Ireland.

REDUCING 
PACKAGING WASTE

INFLUENCE OF PACKAGING 
ON NEW PRODUCT PURCHASE
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“I always check the use-by date. 
That is probably about it, even 
if I look at the nutritional info I 

probably don’t understand most 
of it anyway. If there was a way of 

explaining these things more clearly 
I would look at them then.”

WHAT PEOPLE CHECK 
ON PACKAGING

“I’d like to see more environmentally 
friendly packaging for kids’ snacks, 

made of maybe natural fibres so they 
can be compostable. A lot come in 

plastic bags inside more bags. Ease of 
opening is important especially now 

she’s started Montessori.”

FOOD PACKAGING 
FOR KIDS PRODUCTS

“I don’t pay much attention to 
packaging but I know that if it’s 

packaged it has a definite price. If 
two items were the same price and 
one was recyclable, I’d choose the 

recyclable option.”

SUSTAINABLE 
PRODUCT PACKAGING



Key Recommendations For Brands

Acing your packaging will give your 
product the best chance of success. 
Consider quirky or clever interactive 

packaging to strengthen your product’s 
appeal. Conduct thorough consumer 
packaging assessments to ensure you 

are hitting the mark. 

There is always room for improvement 
for your product packaging. Things to 
focus on would be making the product 

information crystal clear, the origin fully 
transparent and the nutritional status / 

ingredients list being as ‘clean’ as possible. 
This will increase consumer trust.

Consumers consider the onus to be on food 
brands followed by retailers to reduce pack-

aging waste. Retailers can communicate how 
they are helping to solve the problem. Parents 
say they don’t always find it very clear which 

elements of packaging are recyclable and 
which are not. Communicating this clearly will 

give your product a competitive edge.

51% of parents say they would choose 
one product over another with a further 

39% saying they might consider choosing 
a product if it was packaged in biode-

gradable or recyclable material. Making 
sure your packaging is eco-friendly and 

well-labelled as sustainable will help 
influence choice. 

Parents regard the nutritional info as 
paramount when choosing their kids’ 

products with over 1/3 of parents being 
influenced now by whether the kids’ product 
looks or is labelled as sustainable. Make sure 
your nutritional and sustainable credentials 

are clear on your product’s package. 

If you need market research 
and independent consumer insights 

then Innovate Solutions and 
ParentsandBrands can help. 

Contact Aidan at 087 2494747 
aidan@innovatesolutions.ie or 

Jill at 087 2299128,
 info@parentsandbrands.com
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Recommendation 4 Recommendation 5
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